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Summary

On September 20-21, 2021, the 11th International Conference on Engineering,

Project, and Production Management (EPPM2021) took place. The organizers of

the conference were:

the Faculty of Management Engineering – Białystok University of Technology;

the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering – Cracow University of Technology;

Association of Engineering, Project, and Production Management (EPPM);

International Society for Manufacturing, Service and Management

Engineering (ISMSME) and Production Engineering Committee of the Polish

Academy of Sciences.



This year’s conference was organized in Poland for the second time. This eleventh

meeting of scientists from around the world was initiated in 2010 by the

Association of Engineering, Project, and Production Management (EPPM) based in

Taiwan. Previous editions of the conference were held: twice in Australia (Gold

Coast, Queensland), Taiwan (Singapore, Pingtung) and South Africa (Port Elizabeth,

Cape Town) as well as in Thailand (Bangkok), Great Britain (Brighton), Jordan

(Amman) and Germany (Berlin).

The topics of the conference included issues from the border of areas of technical

and social sciences. Participants, representing 19 countries of the world (5

continents), delivered 70 papers. The topics included the issues of technology

management, foresight and innovation management, production management and

Industry 4.0, industrial engineering, process and project management, logistics and

supply chain management, quality management, service engineering , construction

industry. The best papers prepared for the EPPM2021 conference will be published

in highly scored scienti�c journals, thanks to the funding received from the Ministry

of Science and Higher Education under the “Excellent Science” program.

We hope that these two days of scienti�c discussions, exchange of opinions and

networking have met your expectations. Once again we would like to thank the

Conference Committee, our distinguished keynote speakers, plenary moderators,

session chairs and secretaries for their invaluable contribution to the event.

The organizer of next year’s conference will be the National Technical University of

Athens in Greece. We all hope to see in person in Athens!
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Funding was provided from the "Excellent Science" programme 

of the Minister of Science and Higher Education

Contract number DNK/SN/465770/2020
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